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1 Chapter

1.1 Section about text and editorials

Note: Editorial paragraph
Text Paragraph

1.1.1 Subsection about Bullets

A text bullet containing a footnote reference\textsuperscript{1}.
This is a text sub bullet.

- Bullet
  - a sub bullet

1.1.1.1 Subsubsection about numbered bullets

1. first numbered bullet
   (i) first numbered sub bullet
   (ii) next numbered sub bullet

2. next numbered bullet

1. This is the footnote.

Figure 1.1: This is a figure

\begin{verbatim}
x=1;
/* (FigCode) */
\end{verbatim}

Text in a figure (FigText)
Has different paragraph spacing.

1. Table 1.1: This is a table

\begin{tabular}{|c|c|}
\hline
\textbf{First column} & \textbf{Second column} \\
\hline
\hline
\hline
\end{tabular}
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